
Sprint x FreshWata x Enklu

Enklu proudly partnered with Freshwata and Sprint to showcase the power
of 5G at the 2019 Mobile World Congress in Los Angeles, CA, then at Sprint’s
Executive Briefing Center in Kansas City. Marrying enterprise solutions and

boutique studios, Enklu seamlessly supported both.

“We were so happy to partner with Enklu in creating the AR Experience which
brought the story of the 5G Connected City to life, simultaneously captivating

and educating our guests.”

-Kay Dalton, CEO, FreshWata

Associated Links:
FreshWata

Sprint, T-Mobile 5G
Enklu

Sprint MWC AR Experience

The Challenge:
Conveying a powerful and

complex technology like 5G,
to any and all interested

guests at a live event.

The Solution:
Build and deploy a

showcase of the future of
the 5G to both wow and

inform even guests.

The Result:
Thousands of guests lined up
and experienced the power

of 5G with the Microsoft
HoloLens.

http://freshwata.com/
https://www.sprint.com/en/landings/5g.html
http://www.enklu.com
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WKTtHjx4AGg


The Challenge
How do you convey a powerful and complex technology like 5G?

For Mobile World Congress, Sprint was up against several other
telecommunications companies at the prime floor location in the Los Angeles
convention center. More than 20,000 Executives, developers, and consumers
visited the grounds to see the latest and greatest of mobile technology on display.
Guests demanded experiences which were simple to understand and big on
vision and impact.

The right solution would:

● Be accessible for non-technical users.
● Provide an engaging experience.
● Enable groups to share in the fun.
● Convey complex ideas seamlessly.
● Be easy to set up, operate, and move.
● Provide usage analytics.
● Guide guests through efficiently.
● Transfer well to the briefing center.

Initial design and iteration began three months before the show, and setup for
the big day occurred in less than a week.

Augmented Reality with the Microsoft HoloLens headset was chosen as the
perfect demonstration of the 5G technology for its ability to give users freedom to
move around an open space, talk about their experiences with other guests, and
display high quality visuals in the real world.

However, Enklu, with half a decade of experience building and deploying spatial
apps for businesses both large and small around the world, was keenly aware of
the hidden challenges with operating an augmented reality solution.

Hardware would need to be managed on site. Content needed to be deployed
and updated live, and spatial mapping would need to have redundant capabilities
for the throngs of crowds which would surely disrupt tracking. But all of this
would need to be transparent for the on-site operators so that they could focus
on greeting and hosting guests through the experience.



The Solution
Enklu worked closely with stakeholders at Sprint to design, build and deploy a
showcase of the future of the 5G connected city to a wide audience in a way that
captivates, informs and wows guests.

Using holographic overlays, we told the story of 5G with a unique mixed reality
journey which empowered guests as they explored the environment wearing
HoloLens headsets:

Enklu helps people and businesses build and operate spatial apps at scale with a
cloud-native SaaS platform which runs on the latest AR and VR hardware. Clients
say using Enklu is like fitting a video game tutorial on top of every-day
experiences to make them more engaging and fulfilling. Enklu Cloud makes it
possible to modify content instantly across devices with a collaborative editor and
multiple developers working together in parallel. Enklu and Sprint together make
iterations to the digital layout as the physical set was being built.

“Enklu’s experience drew consistent crowds throughout the show - we were one
of the most popular booths! We were particularly impressed with how Enklu was
able to optimize throughput and user experience via live content updates
throughout the show.” - Melanie King, Director of Field Marketing



The Results
As the show began, thousands of guests lined up and put on a Microsoft
HoloLens headset to experience the power of 5G! Enklu’s hands-free user
interface made onboarding simple and intuitive, keeping the line moving fast
throughout the show. Each location along a set walking path told a part of the 5G
story, with animated holographic models of different buildings across the
connected city. In the back of the booth was an impressive holographic coverage
map, with glowing lights and effects: a highlight for many guests!

Feedback was overwhelmingly
positive. Countless guests
returned with friends and
colleagues as buzz throughout
the conference grew.

The experience was such a hit
that Sprint booked it again for
CES and then brought it home to
their Executive Briefing Center
where you can still experience it
today - now on the more
advanced HoloLens 2 headset!

Ultimately, Enklu is only
successful when our clients are
wowed by our results:

Enklu would like to formally thank both FreshWata and Sprint for their continued
support and partnership.

Interested in working with Enklu to bring the fire to your live event? We are
ready! Let us know on our contact form here.

http://enklu.com/contact-us

